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1. Introduction

In this paper we explain the status of the two-boson KP hierarchy, which appears in this
setting as an invariant subspace of the coadjoint orbit within the KPf=i hierarchy. We will
work with two main cases of two-boson KP hierarchies, one defined within KP<=i hierarchy
will be called Faá di Bruno KP hierarchy, while the second defined within KP hierarchy for a
quadratic two-boson KP hierarchy. We will establish for them the gauge invariance playing
the role of generalized Miura transformations. We emphasize the symplectic charactej of
equivalence of KP/=i and KP and show how this feature explains the2-boson representatioa-
of Wi+0O and W ^ in terms of the Faá di Bruno polynomials. We also made a point that the
gauge equivalence established for two-boson systems is valid for an arbitrary n-th Poisson
bracket structure and not only the first Poisson bracket structure. This work is a reduced
version of [1] in which one can find more details.

2. Main Two Two-Boson KP Systems

Here we will focus on KP<=i and make the following crucial observation. Consider trun-
cated elements of £/I* of the type LlP = D + u0 + Ut D~l = D - J + JD~\ where we
have introduced two Bose currents {J,J). One easily verifies that under the coadjoint ac-
tion 6RlLj = adRi(X)Lj this finite Lax operator maintains its form, i.e. the two-boson
Lax operators span an /?i-orbit of finite functional dimension 2. This observation, already
present in [3] clarifies status of two-boson (J, J) system as a consistent restriction of the full
KPfci hierarchy understood as an orbit model. Note that there are only two possibilities
for the invariant üi-orbit; the two-boson system and the full KP/=1 system (in quasiclassical
limit situation is much richer). A calculation of the Poisson bracket according to equa-
tion (3) of[l]: {(L{]]\ X) , (L{p\ Y)}Rl = (41 Jj [X,Y]Ri) yields the first bracket structure

of two-boson (J,J) system given as LP J2-bracket: { J (z) , J(y)} = -S'(x — y) and zero
otherwise.

As we show now the two-boson KP hierarchy is associated with so called Faá di Bruno pol-
ynomials and we will call it therefore Faá di Bruno hierarchy. Consider namely the gauge
transformation between KP/=1 and KP/=o generated by $ such that $ ' = J:

Lj = e-*Z,y}e* = D + J {D + J)"1 = D + f^(- l)n JPn{ J)!»"1-" (1)
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where Pn{J) = {D+J)n-1 are the Faá di Bruno polynomials. As a corollary of the symplectic
character of the "gauge" transformation used in (1), we conclude that un = (—\)nJPn{J)
satisfy the Poisson-bracket Wi+ c o algebra described' by the form fi(0> from equation (5) of[l].
It is possible to introduce a deformation parameter into the Faá di Bruno representation of
Wi+Co algebra by redefining un to un(h) = (-l)nJ(/iD + J)n -1 [5]. Now the semiclassical
limit is simply obtained by taking h —• 0 in un(/i) and yields the generators of Wi+0o algebra.

The higher bracket structures have been investigated in [4, 5] and the result can be
summarized as follows. The three lowest Hamiltonian functions are:

J( ) (2)
For the general Hamiltonian matrix structure P,- we have

d (J\ _ p (SHjr+2-ifSJ\ _ (6Hr+i/SJ\ _ (SHr/SJ\

Arrong the multi-Hamiltonian structures only Pjt and Pj2 are independent. All other
matrices PJÍ , i = 3,4,... are related to Pj2 through PJÍ = (Pj2(Pjí)"1)'" Pj2 involving
the so-called recurrence matrix Pji(Pj\)~x [5]. The explicit form of first and second local
Hamiltonian structures is:

_ / 0 -D \ [ ID U1 + DJ \
Pjl = [ -D 0 J ' Pj2= \ -D' + JD DJ + JD J (4)

Taking r = 2 in (3) we especially get the Boussinesq equation:

Jt3 = { J, H J 3 } , = -hJ" - ( J 2 ) ' - 2 J ' ; Jt2 = {J, H J 3 } , = hJ" - 2 ( J j ) ' (5)

where we re-introduced h as a deformation parameter. In the dispersiveless limit h -+ 0
taken in (5) we obtain the classical dispersiveless long wave equations (Benney equations)
W-

We call quadratic two-boson KP hierarchy the construction presented by Wu and Yu [6]
in order to realize Wfx, as a hidden current algebra in the 2d SL(2, JR)/U(l) coset model.
Construction is based on the pseudo-differential operator:

i J = Z ? + J ( £ « - 7 - J ) - 1 j (6)

Let us discuss the Hamiltonian structure first. The three lowest Hamiltonian functions are:

(7)

Among the Hamiltonian structures only second and third are local and are given by

Dj Dj+jD
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Proposition. The Hamiltonian structure corresponding to the Lax operator L3 in (6) is
invariant under the following two transformations:

] - * ] - - and j-*j (9)

J -* J + lr and j - * j (10)

Proof. One verifies relatively easily that the bracket structures induced by both P)2 and
P,3 are invariant under the transformations (9) and (10). Since P\ = P^P^P^, a recurrence
matrix Pt(Pi)~x and all remaining higher hamiltonian structures must therefore remain
invariant under (9) and (10). This completes the proof. One can also directly verify that all
three Hamiltonians (7) are invariant under (9) and (10). Hence we conclude that the Lax
operators given by

(0 (11)

-.;-i-y) J (12)

lead to the same Hamiltonian functions as (6).
We apply on £, from (6) the gauge transformation generated by f = (<£ + <£-In j ) with
result:

Lj _ exp(-í) L, exp(í) = D + j + j + j fj"1)' + 33 D'1 = D - J + JD~' (13)

where we have introduced

J^-j-j + iL • J = jj (14)

One can now verify explicitly that with the bracket structure given by P31 in (8) variables
defined in (14) satisfy the second bracket structure PJI (4) of Fai. di Bruno hierarchy. As a
corollary we obtained therefore a short proof for the quadratic two-boson KP hierarchy [6]
system realizing W ^ . We also obtained a Miura transform for two-Bose hierarchies in form
of (14) which generalizes the usual Miura transformation between one-bose KdV and mKdV
structures.

It is intriguing that the higher hamiltonian structures of quadratic two-boson hierarchy
are being mapped by (14) to their counterparts in Faá di Bruno hierarchy while the gauge
equivalence established in Section 1 is limited to the first bracket structure. Explanation
for the equivalence of higher structures follows however easily from two additional features.
First, it is true that the Hamiltonian functions are invariant under the gauge equivalence.
Second, we note that the Lenard recursion relations extend to two-boson system in KP/=1 as
observed in [2]. One can now use the above two facts to extend the gauge equivalence (in
the symplectic sense) to the arbitrary order of bracket structure for the two-boson systems.

Let us go back to the alternative expression (11) for the quadratic two-boson hierarchy.
It can be rewritten under multiplication by 1 = jj~l from the right and left as L} = 1 L} 1 =
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Jj~lLjjj'1 = D + {D — j — j) l (]j — ]')• Next step is to gauge transform £, from KP
to KPi hierarchy by acting with gauge transformation generated by exp((i + $) obtaining

I , ~ e x p ( - < ? - ^ J i / ^ e x p yé+<j>) = D + j + j + D~l (]j - j ' ) (15)

which is of the form of the Faá di Bruno hierarchy (up to conjugation) with J = — j — j and
J = JJ — j ' . This reproduces construction given in [5] to get the second bracket structure
from the first. Note that under (10) this is transformed into J = — j — J — ^ and J = j]
'differing from (14) by a conjugation j *-* J.

Similarly for (12) we find L, = J^JL,}-1] = D + (JJ + j')(D - j -j)~\ The same
transformation as in (15) gives

L,~ exp ( - * - £ ) LJexP(<6 + ^) =£> + j + J + (Jj + J 1)^" 1 (16)

producing KPi object with J = — j~j aild J = JJ +]'. This time under (9) these variables
are transformed into J = — j — j + ^ and J = Jj identical to (14).

We see that because of (9) and (10) there is an ambiguity in the possible form of ge-
neralized Miura transformation and (14) can appear also in other forms. All of them are
connecting the Poisson bracket structure of Faá di Bruno hierarchy with the corresponding
Poisson bracket structure of the quadratic two-boson hierarchy.
We will now focus on AKNS or NLS. This system is a constrained KP system described by:

LAKNS = D + VD-1* (17)

with the first two bracket structures given by (see for instance [7]):

(0 l\

One can easily show that AKNS hierarchy is equivalent to Faá di Bruno two-boson KP.
The proof is based, in the spirit of [2], on establishing gauge transformation between two
hierarchies. We show now the argument to illustrate the power of gauge transformation
argument in the KP setting. Consider LAKNs -» G~1LAKNSG = G^DG + G"1* D~l

Choose G"1 = $, which leads to

(19)

Clearly the gauge transformed LAKNS 'S an element of KPi hierarchy and it is therefore
natural to introduce new variables such that J = -\P (ty"1)' and J = V * and the inverse
relation being $ = exp( / J ) and $! = Jexp— (/ J). Since we now have established a gauge
equivalence between two hierarchies it is c, ar that the first bracket structure in (18) leads
to {J{x), J(y)}i = -6'(x - y) and therefore a linear Wi+ 0 0 algebra. The second bracket
structure in (18) leads to the second structure in (4) and correspondingly non-linear W^.
If we only took the linear structure in PAKNSI (i-e. { * (x), ty (y)} = 6'(x — y)) we would
have induced (4) in its "un-deformed" form with upper left corner of PJI in (4) being zero,
corresponding to fi'1' or WM .

The AKNS system is also gauge equivalent to quadratic KP hierarchy if we make in (19)
a substitution * = j exp(<£ -f $) and * = exp(-<£ - <j>)] or inversely * ' / * ~ ~3 ~ 3 + j ' / j
and * * = ]].
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